p < q-= :~ () (p~q),

p = q-= :p < q-q < p.
Lewis asserts among others the following symbolic postulates:
li.i pq-<-qp,
pq-<'P,
11.3 P-<'PP,
He allows the following operations : Substitution, (a) Either of two equivalent expressions may be substituted for the other, (b) Any proposition, or any expression which has meaning in terms of the undefined ideas, may be substituted for p, or g, or r, etc., in any assumption or established theorem.
Adjunction. If p has been asserted and q has been asserted, then pq may be asserted.
Inference. If p has been asserted and p<q has been asserted, then q may be asserted.
I show as follows how postulate 11.5 may be deduced from 11.1, 11.2, 11.3, and 11.6. THEOREM 1.
p<p.
[ [(4),
[(6), 11.02] ~ p < ~~~ p (7)
[ (7), (8) 
[ (10), (9)] -0 (p~ p)
[ (11), 11.02] p < -p, which was to be proved. Theorem 4 is Lewis' postulate 11.5.
